
Philosophy of Education 

Since stepped into university as a teenager, I believed in existentialism. I still remember I 

was easily trapped into deep desperation or quickly flip my feelings to a sort of hope (Ornstein, 

Levine, Guteck, &Vocke, 2017, p.177). I questioned my decision and ask why I chose English as 

my major but not computer science. I secretly blamed my mother and asked myself why I allow 

her to mislead my whole life to a meaningless way of being a girl who should learn a foreign 

language and act as an elegant lady and then try to marry a rich responsible man. I kept on 

reflection on those questions and believe that as a healthy and energetic human being I should 

own the capability to form my identities and create my dreamed life. During the following years, 

I chose a computer training center to learn to program and became a TV journalist. I believed 

that the existentialism drove me to be me. 

 Many years after, I began to doubt myself as existentialism because I couldn’t figure out 

a way to let my 3 years old son choose what he should learn. I educated him according to what I 

learn and read. For the past almost 8 years, I realized that I turn to a strong believer in 

pragmatism. Most of the books, toys and even foods I decided for him are rooted in specific 

popular scientific theory. Later my husband and I realized that the environment is the key to how 

people interact with what they learn (Ornstein, Levine, Guteck, &Vocke, 2017, p.172). Then, we 

decided to move our family from Beijing, the capital of collectivism culture dominated country, 

to California, a top famous science base in the world. According to Dewey, we should find a 

school which is an educational laboratory but not like our old schools which just kept on 

repeating old rules and laws. For those two years, we tried to provide our son with more 

hands-on programs, encourage him to join collaborative activities with local fiends, and 



communicate with him what he needs to learn and plays with. Besides all of those, I choose my 

master's program of instructional technology because I believe technology is a practical and 

efficient way to enlighten and engage digital natives’ learning based on their inside needs. 

As time goes by, company the growing path with my son, some interesting questions 

popped up in our cocultured families.  The happiest thing is my son’s teacher feels really 

exciting about my son’s progress in English learning but carefully warning me that I should help 

him to feel more confident. Frankly speaking, I never considered that issue before. Because in 

Beijing my son is an outgoing boy with a confident smile and even our American relatives often 

label him as a social boy. Then I went to my son’s class as a volunteer and try to figure it out. 

First, I surprised by the American elementary class’s freedom. All kids can bounce here and 

there. Second, I realized that here updated my definitions of respect, responsible citizen, 

self-reliance and self-confidence. Take the confidence, for example, I sense that we have a really 

big difference to define and act it. To me, frankly speaking, I don’t think slightly lack of 

confidence is a big issue and on the contrary, I believe it can motivate my son goes further.  

Instead of confident issues, actually we had a short but meaningful conversation about the 

aesthetic of outlooking. I notice him always choose his Roblox’s avatar (a video game’s figure 

image) with white skin and blond hair. He told me that it looks cool. Another trouble is that he 

doesn’t want to go back to China and think China is an old place with a bad smell. However, to 

me and his farther, Beijing is a metropolis with all fashion trends, but he holds a “care nothing” 

attitude. Our conversations usually carry with English which he fluently uses the as dominant 

language both at school and home which he just speaks no more than 2 years and stops with 



Chinese he said he forgets how to say the words which he used to confidently argue with me like 

a lawyer just 2 years ago.  

With the stories happened in our family, I find I am more like a proponent of 

postmodernism. As a postmodernist, I believe that humans keep on constructing the society, and 

our knowledge actually is always tentative, conjectural and subject to ongoing revision 

(Ornstein, Levine, Guteck, &Vocke, 2017, p.172). I care about the question postmodernists 

posted like Who actually set canon and scale of aesthetic and rules? Is there a universal truth? 

How we can construct an equal and fair community and provide our future generations of 

marginalization a confident learning environment? 

To our family, we do benefit by utilizing technology to learn, but I am kind of worry 

about those students who behind using technological tools. My son loves all kinds of scientific 

chapter books and reads them fluently which may beyond some native 2nd graders. Because we 

routinely use different reading apps that embedded practical learning features, such as a 

convenient dictionary, spelling games, clear pronunciation, interesting learning rewards, etc. 

Compared with my Chinese friends’ kids, I find an obvious difference with the learning 

outcomes between my son and their kids. Because of their parents’ limitation of English they 

cannot use those Apps, or they don’t think those commercial Apps work. After communicated 

with some kids, they told me that they cannot learn better because they are forbidden to use iPad 

or has no specific purchased software. As postmodernism claimed the scientific method is only 

one to form their beliefs of truth and the technological elites may dominate digital natives by 

their canon with their scientific truth.  



As a professional educator and responsible parent, we should help our young learning to 

figure out who really set the rules and does their rules are true and fair to human beings. Maybe 

as teachers, we cannot prevent some beautiful languages and wise culture’s death with 

technology and human being development, but we do need to nurture our further generations 

with empathy and critical mind to construct a peaceful and harmony world by utilizing their all 

kinds of both scientific or natural tools based on intelligent algorithms.  


